AGENDA

1. **EMR - Electronic Medical Records (Dozier)**
   a. Utilized at 7 clinics
   b. Practice Fusion (who decided this originally?)
   c. Computer hardware at these clinics?
      a. Other options, considerations, and or ideas?

2. **Canvas (Dozier)**
   a. Student Complaints
   b. User training? Email?

*General Updates*

3. **Gross Anatomy (Dozier)**
   a. Additional AV needs met in Gross Labs
      i. iPads, Speakers, Monitors, Enhanced wireless microphone capabilities

4. **Visible Body with Augmented Reality - Trial 9/4-10/4 (Dozier)**
   a. Student Feedback?

5. **NetAnatomy (Dozier)**
   a. EZProxy authentication from vendor
      i. Still waiting to hear from vendor
   b. Server was down for 24hrs
      i. Vendor is researching hosting issue, to ensure stability.

6. **Classroom upgrades (Crimmins / Dozier)**
   a. Complete AV upgrade/ replacement permitted working with University approved vendor.

7. **Smart Monitor Replacements (Crimmins)**
   a. 19 SMART Podium Interactive (Pen Display) with SMART Meeting Pro
   b. Discussions with vendor to implement demo in SOM environment

8. **Streaming (Crimmins)**
   a. Remote access to streaming server (off-business hours / closures)

9. **Printing (Dozier)**
   a. Requesting additional paper trays for MD Labs.

10. **Virtual Microscopy Limitations (Dozier)**
    a. MSIS worked with Lead Network Engineer to resolve network speeds & bottlenecks
    b. MESG moved all slides back to original server with less traffic

11. **Library Resources – (Wendy Wu/ Students)**
    a. Progress on re-structuring of Shiffman Website and Timesaver?

*General Discussion*